Benjamin Barber triedattempted to explain the clash of Western and non-Western
cultures of the world in his Jihad versus McWorld: How the Planet is Bboth Falling
Apart and Coming Together (1996).

This theme of the combination of unification and fragmentation in society and in
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media use is also is present in the work of Meyrowitz (1993) – (See Medium Theoryand van Dijk (1993, 1991/1999). Van Dijk tries to explain the rise of the new media,
such as computer networks and mobile telephony, as important tools for modern life.
They enable scale reduction and scale extension, a unitary and a fragmented world and,
finally, a world that is both social and individualized (network individualism).

ButThe theory of modernity is a comprehensive analysis of the main dynamics of
modernity, in which discusses theits technological, social, and political elements of
modernismaspects are discussed.
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their stable of politics. But if grow up too fast with economic inrapid will politically
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destabilize undeveloped countries, it will bring unstable of politics.. For example, lots
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So Samuel P. Huntington said, Modernity bring stablemodernity brings stability,
but Modernization bring unstable.modernization brings instability. His research shows
if high modernity developed countriespromotes rapid grow up with economic; it
development and political stabilization. However, economic growth that is help for

of Asia、Africamany Asian, African, and Latin AmericaAmerican countries, because
their economicseconomies develop too fast, cripple the authoritarian rule and this
situation lead unstableleads to the destabilization of politics.

No matter what, duringIn any case, the process of literature review, we can
understand one thing, that is economical develop will emphasize how economic
development can promote the democratization. ItIf it has been developing in a stable
state, economic growth foris a positive boost to political stability and democratization
in general has shown a positive boost.. However, in developing countries, rapid
economic growth areis not necessarily the best guarantee of democracy, but in. In
actual political and economic interaction, there are still many variables that will affect
the political and economic development.
This paper used “a "literature analysis method”" and “"historic ladder” in order" to
investigate and analysis whatanalyze the developed policies aboutof the Thai- RakThai Party, and why Thailand’s middle class of Thailand opposed the Thai- Rak- Thai
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Party so strongly, letwhich eventually drove Thaksin finally evolved into the plight of
exile.

Political Processprocess
Observations onof the political process ofin Thailand, many scholars think have
characterized it as a "vicious cycle". When the." After a coup success of Thailand
military, the military elite usually control of political power is usuallyfor a period of
time,, and then form an interim government. InterimThe interim government's prime
minister may be appointed by the military generals or by scholars with a high
reputation as scholars. After the. The coalition government announced the constitution
and then elections. After the election and form a new government is formed by the
House and Senate members.

The new government is established after a period of time,, but conflicts within the
various systems will be turned into a political crisis, which is a serious impediment to
the normal operation of the new government. Government'sThe government's poor
performance, corruption, and the power of both houses ofin the conflict, resulting in
cause the political system does not work.to malfunction. The military's attitude has
become a key factor in political developments around, but this time the attitude of the
military is often ambiguous.

If the military to interveneintervention is immediately announced, the military in
the politicaltheir influence within the system enoughwill be sufficient to defuse the
political phenomenon of deterioration; but the military often wait foruntil the situation
has deteriorated into a political crisis, comeso their actions only conform to public
opinion, to and restore political order. NationalThe military justify their political
interventions in the interest of national security is the military coup in the form to the
best reason to intervene in politics.. Therefore, the "vicious cycle" process continues
to advance, until the next phase of the crisis - —a "coup" will— inevitably results.
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